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. 
Studies aid in screening security recruits 
By Jim Marino 
Coatributing Editor 
Staff upgrading for the Campus 
Security department has had a few 
new wrinkles added to it lately. 
With the cooperation of the 
psychology department here, a 
series of studies have been prepared 
which will be used as partial 
evaluators in screening recruits for 
Security positions. 
Or. Donald Kausch, a clinical 
psychologist, explained police ap- 
plicants here will undergo studies 
designed to aid security ad- 
ministrators in weeding out police 
candidates with tendencies contrary 
to good law enforcement 
Dr. Kausch cautioned, however, 
that there was no magical formula 
which can be used to protect against 
every flaw which might be in a 
man's character. 
HE DID SAY that certain "test 
indices" could point out such things 
in an applicant as trends toward 
sadism, racial prejudice, per- 
formance under stress conditions 
and others. 
"We are going to be used as 
consultants to the security depart- 
ment in the hopes of gathering in- 
formation which would supplement 
the    security    administrator's 
MMMMMMM • M 
knowledge about a candidate. But 
our studies won't be the final word," 
he said. 
James E. Saddoris, security 
director, said four primary areas of 
study will be used in candidate 
evaluation: psychological study, 
physcial examination, an oral in- 
terview and a character-background 
check. The officer will also receive a 
performance rating after he is in 
service. 
Asst. Director William Steinfurth 
saw the use of psychological testing 
as a revolutionary aspect in police 
recruitment. 
Said  Steinfurth,  "It  would  be 
dumb not to use the resources of a 
department that could help us as 
much as the psychology people 
could. 
"WITH THEIR help, we may end 
up with a good system of 
safeguarding the public against 
getting a man in uniform who wasn't 
qualified, mentally, to handle his 
job.' 
Director Saddoris, who pushed 
for new recruitment screening 
requirements and standards, has 
mentioned consistently his desire to 
upgrade his department in 
numerous ways. 
Another of his ideas is to send 
new security officers to the State 
Highway Patrol Academy in 
Columbus for police school training 
instead of the Ross Enright Police 
Academy at Penta Technical 
College near Perrysburg. 
Saddoris said recruits would 
enroll for 400 hours of rigid police 
training and discipline instread of 
the minimum 120 hours required by 
state   law. 
"Right now 'I'm debating 
whether or not I'll send all the of- 
ficers to the Patrol Academy for its 
courses. It would probably take 
about two years to send everyone 
through, and it costs $500 a head, so 
that's expensive," said Saddoris. 
"WITH A RATHER tight man- 
power condition here, too, I couldn't 
spare too many officers to take the 
academy courses, even though the 
practical value of what they'd learn 
there would be great," he added. 
By increasing the hours of 
practical police courses required 
and a higher education preference 
for new men, Saddoris and Stein- 
furth feel the entire University 
would benefit. 
"Increased training and 
education would be a big indicator 
for getting increased wages for the 
men, too," said Steinfurth. 
* ■-- 
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•Town - Gown: III- 
Bridges stocks up at ■ local market. Nvwiphofo by Cord, Go 
BG city life often difficult 
for University professors 
By Terry Corhran 
Staff Reporter 
Towards the end of last summer, a young family of four 
picked up stakes in the sprawling city of Memphis, Ten- 
nessee, and made its way to the isolated microcosm of 
Bowling Green. 
The move from a bustling community the size of 
Memphis, to an agriculturally minded bump-in-the-road 
like Bowling Green would obviously necessitate some social 
adjustments. But the complications seem to multiply when 
the head of the household is an instructor at the University, 
and thinks a bit differently than his Bowling Green neigh- 
bors. 
Lamar Bridges is serving a one-year appointment at 
Bowling Green as an instructor in journalism, and will be 
finished at the end of spring quarter. From Memphis, 
Bridges brought along his wife Janet, and sons Jeffrey, 6, 
and Kevin, 4. 
Bridges is finding that he must adjust to Bowling Green, 
just as sociology professor Dr. Joseph K. Balogh and 
political science professor Dr. William O. Reichert did 
when they arrived years ago. 
"This is the smallest town I've ever lived in," said 
Bridges. "I find the people friendly and more carefree. 
They don't worry as much about theft and crime, and 
they're very helpful to us." 
AT THE SAME TIME Bridges says he's noticed a sense 
of underlying resentment among the townsfolk towards 
University students. 
"My son Jeffrey was outside playing one day with neigh- 
bor children," Bridges explained, "and was warned by the 
kids not to fool with the 'hippies.' Obviously these kids were 
told this by someone, most likely their elders." 
Incidents like this, according to Bridges, are upsetting 
both to him and his wife. 
He says his son Jeffrey is just at the age where he'll talk 
to "anything, even a tree, let alone a person of any color or 
character", and that he feels the sort of attitude his son was 
exposed to could be harmful. 
"THE JOURNALISM instructor says he was known 
originally as "the professor on the block," and he feels 
some people were a bit leery of him when he moved into his 
South College Drive home. 
The Tennessee-Arkansas-Virginia-reared Bridges 
wastes few words, and was very much to the point about 
Bowling Green city services. 
He said, "We've been here for six months and I think our 
biggest gripe lies in the realm of city services. We never 
had to pay a private collector for garbage before we came 
here. Workers often tear up sidewalks and leave them in a 
hell of a shape after they're through working. And many 
streets greatly need repair." 
Well-known in Bowling Green for his liberal political 
stand and generally willing to vocalize it, Dr. William 
Reichert, professor of political science, says "pressures" 
are often put to bear against him by townspeople when they 
"realize who I am". 
DR. REICHERT SAYS the strongest pressures are 
applied indirectly, through his children in school. 
"Especially in the Junior high I have noticed much 
prejudice against my children," Dr. Reichert explained. 
"They have been downgraded in a most vicious way, though 
they're not aware of it. They also have to work extra hard 
for good grades. 
Dr. Reichert gave an example in which he was called a 
Communist In one of his children's classes. He said that of 
all things he "definitely is not, it's a Communist." 
• to page 3 
Nixon to aid 
states' welfare 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Nixon 
administration, veering away from its 
earlier stand, now is discussing the idea 
of helping states and cities provide public 
service jobs for able-bodied welfare 
recipients, congressional sources said 
yesterday. 
The idea was brought up, they seld, 
when Undersecretary John G. Veneman 
and other Health. Education and Welfare 
Department officials met behind closed 
doors yesterday with the House Ways 
and Means Committee. 
THE COMMITTEE is trying to shape 
a new version of President Nixon's 
welfare reform bill, which foundered on 
Senate objections last year. 
The administration spokesman were 
said to have broached the possibility of 
federal funding for 200,000 Jobs in public 
service at the local level. The federal 
government would provide full funding 
for the first year, 75 per cent for the 
second and 50 per cent thereafter. 
NIXON LAST YEAR vetoed a general 
manpower bill that contained provisions 
for public service Jobs, starting with 
40,000 a year and ranging up to 300,000. 
Democrats have relntroduced public 
service Job legislation in the present 
Congress, but so far have received no 
public encouragement from the White 
House. 
TYING A PUBLIC service em- 
ployment plan to Nixon's family 
assistance program-the central part of 
his welfare reform-would tend to 
counter one of the main accusations of 
critics: that the plan is weak in 
provisions to require welfare recipients 
to accept employment training and 
listing, or to provide Jobs for them if they 
do comply. 
Taking on other objections to the plan, 
Veneman and his associates were said to 
have detailed arrangements for double- 
checking Social Security numbers. 
THE NUMBER CHECK would block 
abuse of the welfare system by persons 
who might apply under more than one 
name. Fraud penalties would also be 
stiffened. 
The   committee   took   no   votes 
yesterday. 
Two labor subcommittees, one in the 
Senate and the other in the House, 
meanwhile pursued the subject at 
separate hearings. 
Jury indicts banks 
for illegal loans 
COLUMBUS (AP) - A federal grand 
Jury yesterday indicted four Ohio banks 
charging they made illegal loans to 
political candidates, committees or 
parties in the past three years. 
Banks named in the indictments are 
the First National Bank of Cincinnati on 
four counts; the Ohio National Bank of 
Columbus on one count, the First-Know 
National Bank of Mt. Vernon on one 
count, and the Bellefontaine National 
Bank on four counts. 
Edward Brown, an attorney for the 
U.S. Justice Department, said all the 
loans from the Cincinnati bank went to a 
Citizens for Gilligan Committee in 1968 
and 1969. 
GOV. JOHN J. GILLIGAN, a native of 
Cincinnati, was an unsuccessful can- 
didate for United States senator in 1968 
and was elected governor in last 
November's general election. 
Brown said investigations are con- 
tinuing into the matter. However, the 
grand Jury was recessed after it returned 
the indictments. 
The indictments charge that the 
banks "did knowingly and illegally make 
contributions and expenditures" for 
political campaigns. 
The offenses charged are 
misdemeanors which carry a maximum 
penalty of a $5,000 fine on each count. 
Brown said that as tar as he knew, 
these are the first national banks to be 
Indicted. He has directed the jury probe. 
Five file applications for student rep 
Five students have filed applications 
for the position of student representative 
to the Board of Trustees. The deadline for 
filing is March 8. 
Six other students have filed ap- 
plications for a position of the in- 
terviewing committee, which will pose 
questions to the student representative 
applicants at an open forum in the 
Student Services Building Amphitheater. 
Elaine Fortney, student body 
secretary, said that no definite date had 
been set for the forum but that Student 
Council would discuss it at their next 
meeting March 4. 
Applications are still available for 
students who wish to apply for either the 
Interviewing Committee or as student 
representative to the Board of Trustees. 
Students who    have already  filed 
applications for the position of student 
representative are; James Francis 
Casey, junior (BA); Franz Zrilich, 
sophomore (A&SI; John Dunlpace, 
Junior (BA); Mark Kruse, junior (BA); 
and Jan Wellman, junior (ED). 
Applications have been filed by the 
following persons for a position on the 
Interviewing Committee: Doug Lock- 
wood, senior (ED); Kevin Haley, senior 
(BA); James Rice, senior (BA); Eric 
Furry, senior (A&S); Doug Weigle, 
senior (BA); and John Lauriewici, Junior 
(MB). 
The primary election to reduce the file 
of student representative candidates to 
three will take place April 7 and 8. The 
regular elections are scheduled for April 
14 and 15, and will be held in the main 
portion of University Hall. 
Frigid 
hug 
N.wtehoio by Conly Calr 
Jim Franchello puts the finishing touches on 
what may turn out to be the last snowman of the 
season as the warmer spring weather ap- 
proaches. 
Pa«e 2/The BG News, Thursday   February 25, 1971 
fire protection 
One of the most unsettling revelations for any com- 
munity Is that they are living under (inadequate fire 
protection. 
And that's exactly the situation in which the University 
community finds itself. The east-side fire station, put 
there to provide fire protection east of the railroad tracks, 
Is worthless. 
Although trains have yet to keep pumpers from the 
downtown station from getting to fires on the east side. It 
has only to happen once for all officials concerned to 
realize the price of their negligence. 
For five years BGSU has been paying $10,000 a year for 
fire protection they haven't been getting, and only recently 
have they begun to take another look at the situation. 
University and city administrators in the past year 
have been going back and forth on the problem of the 
Inefficient east-side statlon-with the mayor trying to use 
University money to beef up his under-staffed fire 
department and with the University naturally reluctant to 
spend more money for what easily could turn out to be an 
even bigger white elephant. 
But the University does have a responsibility to see that 
the campus has adequate fire protection, and if the city 
cannot do It alone, the University must help. 
One solution to consider is the training of students or, 
for more stability in the program, maintenance men as a 
volunteer flre-flghtlng force with access to and the 
capability of setting up the fire equipment on the pumper 
truck In the east-side station. 
This solution, of course, leaves the problem of the 
over-all man-power shortage in the fire department 
completely up to the city. 
And the city simply cannot raise the revenues 
necessary to substantially Increase the department. 
The University must, then, In addition to setting up 
their own volunteer force, seriously consider following the 
mayor's suggestion to raise from $10,000 to $25,000 its 
subsidy to the city for fire protection. 
This time, however, steps should be taken to be sure the 
money is used to increase the staff at station No. 2. 
This time the University must get fire protection for its 
money, and not just a shiny red truck with a garage to put 
It In. 
the false alarm 
When some poor wire editor at FLUB radio walked over 
to the teletype machine Saturday to check the latest news 
reports, World War Three was in progress, for all he knew. 
Somebody, somewhere, used the wrong tape on the 
cobwebbed civil defense warning system, and radio 
stations across the country were Informed that a state of 
national emergency existed. 
At least one radio station, in Dade County, Florida, had 
pre-packaged tapes available and ready for broadcast 
reporting the United States' retaliation to attack in such 
phrases as "The probability of victory is good." 
Fortunately, this fiction never made it to the air waves. 
An Investigation of the situation has been called, which 
has certainly been warranted by Saturday's events. 
But in light of response to this colossal false alarm, 
there will undoubtedly be those who will become believers 
only after they've heard the bombs drop. 
KENT STATE 
The campus (*A|ip||C call in the Guard? 
•core: 4 students .YMIWTB } ,eleis what truly dead, 11 wounded. UNDER happened - and 
Now Pulitzer Prize CIDC why. Including 
6
 portraits of key winner James Mich- 
ener reconstructs, hour 
by hour, the events that 
led to the bloody climax. 
He answers such ques- 
tions as: Were outside 
agitators involved in the 
riot? Was it necessary to 
people who have re- 
mained obscure —until 
now. Condensed from 
Michener's forthcoming 
book. One of 41 articles 
& features in the March 
READER'S DIGEST 
news LeTTers 
comments concerning bsu 
Just a few brief comments and 
questions directed to Mr. Robert Home, 
spokesman for the BSU. 
I must agree with Mr. Home on his 
statement of the lack of paticipction on 
the part of many people who really need 
to be made aware of the black people's 
problem. At the same time I don't see 
how Mr. Home expects whites to attend 
programs "devoted solely to black 
culture." 
This is where Mr. Home and I part 
company. I hardly see where ac- 
comodations for blacks in local hotels 
and motels is a University problem. As 
to his proposals concerning Amani, well 
that seems like a bunch of bull. Amani is 
now the way the BSU wanted It last year, 
why should it be changed just to satisfy a 
passing     fancy     of     the     BSU? 
Amani is not "the only place on 
campus where blacks can socialize". 
Rather it is the only place blacks choose 
to socialize, all facilities are open to 
them. Mr. Home suggests that the room 
be used for rap sessions for blacks and 
whites. I ask him, how is a white man 
going to feel comfortable in a room 
completely dominated by black culture? 
As I recall last year, part of the black 
argument concerning the redecora tion of 
the then Rat, was that blacks needed a 
place where they could identify and feel 
comfortable. There is no way a white 
man is going to be able to engage in a 
constructive rap session when the entire 
Immediate world around him is black. 
His suggestions concerning blacks 
teaching blacks Is a little senseless. How 
is the white man going to know of the 
black man's burden if he Is completely 
shut off from black education? On the 
other hand, how is the black man going to 
know the workings of the white society he 
has been forced to live in and take a 
subservient role? Somehow his 
statement, "I'm not anti-white, I'm pro- 
black" seems out of place. 
He seems pro-white and anti-black. 
The former by keeping blacks "In the 
ghetto" in their education, helping 
racists keep blacks In their place, and the 
latter by not letting blacks learn about 
the white society that surrounds 
them.What good is a black education in a 
white educated world? It's tremendous 
for the black man's ego but practically, 
what    does     It     do    for     him? 
Mr. Home reaches the point of ab- 
surdity when he advocates a higher 
salary to attract black professors. Why 
should men of equal ability, say a Ph. D., 
be paid a different wage? It seems as if 
this has been a black demand for ages, 
job discrimination. 
The   Black   Culture   Week   was 
man thopp*- 
support our boy in Vietnam 
By Arthur Hoppe 
National Columnist 
Washington, Sept. 12, 1972 
Waves of B-52's and carrier-based 
bombers hit Communist supply routes 
today in North Vietnam, Cambodia, 
Laos, Thailand, Burma and Tibet. 
"I have ordered this all-out assault," 
the President grimly told a national 
television audience, "in order to protect 
our troop in Vietnam." 
The name of our troop in Vietnam is, 
of course, Private Oliver Drab, 378-18- 
4454. He has become something of a 
cause celebre since the last of his fellow 
GIs were withdrawn six weeks ago. 
The President justified today's attack 
by citing his policy declaration of 
February 17, 1971: "As far as our air 
power Is concerned, It will be directed 
against those military activities which I 
determine are directed against and 
thereby threaten our remaining forces in 
South Vietnam." 
He said recent Communist build-ups 
on the Ho Chi Minh and other trails 
certainly threatened Private Drab. "I 
will not hesitate to fully unleash 
American air power in Asia, said the 
President firmly, "as long as the safety 
of one American boy is at stake." 
At the same time, the controversy 
over keeping Private Drab In Vietnam 
continued to grow. 
A near riot broke out yesterday at the 
Washington Monument when peace 
groups staged a huge rally under the 
slogan: "Bring Our Boy Home!" They 
were   confronted   by   several   hundred 
hard-hat construction workers carrying 
placards declaring: "Support Our 
Fighting Man in Vietnam!" 
In the resulting melee, seven pacifists 
were badly bruised and five hard hats 
severly dented. 
Despite public protest, however, it 
appeared unlikely that Private Drab 
would be withdrawn in the foreseeably 
future. For one thing, the Saigon 
government is unalterably opposed to 
such a move. 
"Words cannot express how highly we 
value the fighting qualities of our beloved 
American ally," Vice President Ky told 
newsmen while holding his hand over his 
heart, "and all those big beautiful 
bombers that come with him." 
For another, with Private Drab at his 
post, efforts in Congress to curtail the 
President's power to launch ever- 
expanding air attacks In Asia have been 
stymied - no Congressman being willing 
to vote for a measure that might 
jeopardize a single American life. 
Meanwhile, a group of 14 Republican 
Congressmen, headed by Rep. B.J. 
Broadbinder   arrived   in   Vietnam   to 
"assess the morale and needs of our boy 
in the front lines." They visited Drab in 
his foxhole 47 miles northwest of Saigon. 
"When it comes to the President's 
withdrawal program," said Broad- 
binder, clapping the Private on the 
shoulder, "you are living testimonial to 
its success." 
"Yes, sir," said Private Drab, nod- 
ding. "I hope to keep it that way." 
Broadbinder frowned. "I trust you 
realize, Private," he said, "that you are 
the most heavily protected soldier in 
military history. At this very moment, 
thousands of American bombers are 
blasting hell out of the enemy all over 
Asia - just for you. Thanks to the 
President, vou're safer than you would 
be at home in your own bed. I hope you 
appreciate the honor." 
"What I'd appreciate more, sir," said 
Private Drab earnestly, "Is the choice." 
definitely a phis for the University; one 
can only hope that blacks as well as 
whites don't just forget black culture and 
the problems of the black man until next 
February. 
CralgPiette 
443 Anderson 
the concert 
I think Rare Earth was grossly put 
down both Sunday night when they gave 
a concert in Anderson Arena and 
Tuesday in the BG News. "They spent 
half of the concert tuning their in- 
struments," and "they spent too much 
time on songs that weren't worth the 
time." You have to be kidding! Okay, so 
there was a long break between the Sha- 
Na-Na and Rare Earth due to the 
necessities of setting up all that equip- 
ment. The crowd got impatient. But 
nobody cared how long it took Sha-Na-Na 
to set up because that was before the 
concert. Had Sha-Na-Na set up after 
Rare Earth .played, wouldn't the crowd 
still have been impatient? 
Another thing which everyone has to 
consider is that Rare Earth gave a 
concert to play their music and not to put 
on a show. Any band who followed an act 
like Sha-Na-Na would have been received 
in the same manner. Rare Earth played 
the songs they played just as they were 
on the records, and you have to consider 
that "Get Ready" on the album ran 
twenty-one and a half minutes. 
Also, J.D. Fiedler must not have 
thought that the other great songs like 
"I'm Losing You" and "Born To Wan- 
der" were not worth the time. Why did 
he go to the concert if the only song he 
liked was "Get  Ready?" 
One last final touch performed by the 
extremely rude students of Bowling 
Green was calling Rare Earth back for 
an encore and then leaving in the middle. 
The only reason that most people were 
dissatisfied by Rare Earth was the fact 
q>t Sha-Na-Na preceded. Is that right? 
David Moaely 
303 Rodgers 
lot's bar fro* yo«| 
The BG News welcomes all 
letters to the editor and opinion 
columns. Letters may com- 
ment on any other letter, 
column or editorial. We ask. 
however, that guest columns not 
be written In direct response to 
any other published editorial 
item. 
Letters should be a 
maximum of 300 words, 
typewritten. We ask that 
columns be no more than four 
typed pages triple-spaced. 
The News maintains the 
right to edit all submissions that 
exceed these limits, with 
respect to the laws of libel and 
proper taste. 
Letters and columns should 
include the author's address 
and phone number, and may be 
mailed to the Editor, co BG 
News, 106 University Hall. 
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University professors 
evaluate city, campus 
The BG News, Thursday, February 25, 1971/Pege 3 
• from page 1 
The professor says that 
people are unable to un- 
derstand his position and feel 
threatened by it 
He said, however, that 
generally the people are nice 
and he's treated well, at least 
when they don't know who he 
la. 
"My neighbor and I get 
along fine together and he's 
been a lifelong townsman," 
said   Dr.   Reichert   "He   is 
He added that there are 
always a few people around 
with negative attitudes, 
however. He cited as a 
specific example a "man in 
the post office who treats me 
as If I'm a devil." 
He attributes reactions 
such as these merely to the 
result of a lack of political 
A 
swingin 
time 
A>MI«M4 PMM WIIWIMII 
Th» driver of this semi spent an 
uncomfortable two hours in his 
cab dangling from a bridge north- 
west of Gothenburg, Sweden, 
before he was rescued. He lost 
control of his vehicle and crashed 
through the guard rail, but the 
trailer remained on the   span. 
sophistication   in   the   small 
town. 
Dr. Reichert explained that 
townsfolk have unfounded 
fears that a subversive 
cultural group lurks within 
their midsts in the form of the 
University. 
He said that to an extent, 
this is true, since the students' 
values are often radically 
different from the established 
ones in Bowling Green. 
He added that one definite 
advantage of living in a small 
university town is the low 
crime rate. 
"Since I've been here, 
however, I've wished there 
could be a meaningful 
dialogue between students and 
townsfolk," Dr. Reichert 
stated. "As it is now, rather 
than talking about town- 
University problems citizens 
want to take students to court 
and prosecute. 
"My advice to the town is 
to keep smiling," said Dr. 
Reichert. "The problems 
aren't really as difficult as 
they first appear." 
If experience is based 
solely on the amount of time 
one has been around, then Dr. 
Joseph K. Balogh, chairman 
of the sociology department, 
has "experienced" Bowling 
Green more fully than almost 
any other University com- 
munity member. 
He's lived in Bowling 
Green for 22 years. 
Time isn't everything 
though, according to Dr. 
Balogh, who says, "In 22 years 
I've never blended in. Ninety- 
nine per cent of my ties are 
with the University family." 
He says he's never been a 
social climber and thus never 
became involved in the 
mainstream of Bowling Green 
social life. 
"I say hello to the town- 
speople in my neighborhood 
and that's about it," said Dr. 
Balogh. "I think this is aav 
fortunate. I would like to 
a   wider   variety   of   peoph 
around me." 
Dr. Balogh said he lives 
Cherry Hill Drive, where he 
mainly     surrounded      by 
professors.  Though he 
have close contact with a few 
business people downtown, be 
mainly stays within mis group 
of University members. 
He says he has noticed ne 
real problems betweee 
himself and town members, 
and at the same time baa 
experienced very few genuine 
friendly relations with them. 
"I sometimes think there is 
a complete lack of un- 
derstanding between the 
University and the town," 
Balogh said. "The University 
has contributed in many ways 
service-wise in the com- 
munity, and actually is the 
town's biggest industry. Our 
fellow community members 
downtown often overlook the 
school's value." 
Dr. Balogh added that he 
felt both the University and 
the city are so tied up in their 
own business, and are kept so 
busy internally, that they 
often fail to recognize the 
worth of each other. 
Drifting in 
BWBBBB»awaMewMe»a»Bal 
A«M«l«t«d P««ta Wlraphote 
Heavy snows from a vicious winter storm push drifts nearly to the 
roofs of some houses in Laverne, Okla. The area surrounding the 
city was virtually paralyzed. 
Sociology to grant Ph.D.s 
By Mary Blake 
The doctoral program of 
the Department of Sociology 
will hopefully be initiated this 
fall, according to Dr. Joseph 
K. Balogh, chairman of the 
department. 
Last Friday, the depart- 
ment received the go-ahead to 
plan the program from the 
Ohio Board of Regents. 
This involves building up 
and enlarging the sociology 
section of the library, 
determining course 
requirements for doctoral 
candidates, deciding which 
areas are to be emphasized in 
the program and other 
departmental improvements. 
When this is completed, the 
proposal will be re-written and 
New U course sponsors 
24-hour identities festival 
Laird It's going to be tough in the days ahead' 
WASHINGTON (AP) - 
Secretary of Defense Melvin 
R. Laird said yesterday South 
Vietnamese forces in Laos are 
achieving their objectives but 
warned "it's going to be tough 
going in the days ahead." 
In a Pentagon news con- 
ference, Laird said the Laos 
operation was an antilogistics 
attack to disrupt the flow of 
North Vietnam supplies and 
equipment. 
"The South Vietnamese 
forces, under challenging and 
hazardous conditions which 
had been fully anticipated," 
Laird said, "are achieving 
their objective of major 
disruption of North Vietnam 
supply routes." 
Laird also discounted 
reports of U.S. involvement in 
the operation, which the 
government   has   said   is 
limited to air support. 
"Whatever the day-today 
reports may indicate about 
ground battles ... the 
unassailable fact is that U.S. 
involvement in the war is 
going down, down, down and 
we continue to follow that 
policy," Laird said. 
Laird said operations in 
Cambodia and Laos had taken 
the initiative away from the 
enemy by cutting off sanc- 
tuaries and supply lines. 
"Hard fighting lies ahead," 
Laird added, however. "The 
South Vietnamese military 
force is up against a deter- 
mined and ruthless invader 
..."   Laird said. 
Laird continued to reflect 
the Nixon administration's 
optimistic view of the 
situation in Laos, although 
reports from the field have 
told of difficult fighting and 
high South Vietnamese losses. 
"The initiative no longer 
belongs to the enemy in In- 
dochina," Laird said, adding 
"that is one reason I continue 
to hope for a break through in 
the stalled Paris peace talks." 
Laird summarized the 
South Vietnamese operations 
in Laos and Cambodia in an 
opening statement Then, Lt. 
Gen. John Vogt, director of the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff, gave a 
detailed military briefing on 
the two operations. 
By Patty Bailey 
"Alternative to Darkness" 
a New University course will 
be presented for 24 straight 
hours Feb. 27-28 in the United 
Christian Fellowship Center. 
The festival will include 
music, art and food and will 
extend from 6 p.m. Saturday 
to 6 p.m. Sunday. There will be 
no formal registration, stu- 
dents *re Invited to come 
anu go as they wish, and there 
is no charge Involved except 
for the food. 
Some of the activities 
arranged to help students 
explore their identities are a 
film festival, a soul festival, a 
growth room, sexuality room 
and marketplace of ideas. 
The film festival will be 
located In the Crypt and will 
feature short foreign and 
domestic movies concerning 
identity in a confused world. 
Among the seven films are 
"Acceleration", "The Bat- 
tle", and "Parkinson's Law". 
Showings will be at B and 10 
p.m. Saturday, and at 11 a.m. 
'and 1 p.m. and 2 and 4 p.m. on 
Sunday. 
The soul festival held in 
the  chapel,   will    include 
spiritual experiences trom 
east and west, many 
traditions and various types of 
religious services including 
prayer meeting, meditation 
and Mass. 
At 6:30 p.m. on Saturday 
there will be a Jewish Hav- 
dalah Ceremony with Dr. 
George Herman followed by 
Hebrew folk songs led by Pat 
Silver. 
Sunday's schedule includes 
a midnight Creative Service 
"Let There Be", by Pat Silver, 
and a 10 a.m. Orthodox ser- 
vice. At 5:30 p.m. closing 
vespers will be conducted by 
the Lutheran Student Assn. 
The conference room has 
been set aside as the "growth 
room". People from the 
counseling center will coor- 
dinate sensitivity games, 
frustration relief and rap 
sessions in addition to yoga 
and fantasy workshops. 
In the Library on Saturday 
Dr.  William   Baxter  of  the 
Biology department. Dr. Don 
Ragusa of the Psychology 
department and Rev. A. 
Eugene Keil of UCF will 
oversee the sexuality room. 
This is to be a continuation of 
the winter quarter Human 
Sexuality Colloquim. 
On Sunday those assisting 
will be Miss Joy Sidwell, of 
WHPE. and Mr. and Mrs. 0. 
D. Callahan. On both days the 
film "Who Shall Play God?" 
will be shown. 
Any interested campus 
organization is invited to set 
up tables and distribute 
literature as part of the 
"marketplace of Ideas" part 
of the program. 
taken to the Board of Regents, 
among other committees, for 
final    approval. Then 
probationary status is 
assigned for three to five 
years. 
Following this, re- 
examination takes place and 
the program receives final 
approval by the Board of 
Regents. 
This series of examinations 
ai"! approvals is a long, drawn 
out process which takes years 
to become finalized, according 
to Dr. Balogh. 
To enter the doctoral 
program, the candidate 
submits his application to a 
graduate committee and the 
dean of the department, who 
decide on his admission. Dr. 
Balogh said most of the ap- 
plicants will come from 
schools other than Bowling 
Green. 
Those who have Ph. D. can 
teach, work in research, 
criminology, population 
problems and work in various 
positions for the federal 
government. 
The    Job    market    has 
become much tighter for Ph. 
D.'s but there is a demand in 
the areas of population 
research, crime and penal 
institutions, and race 
relations, said Dr. Balogh. In 
nearly any area concerning 
human behavior, there is a 
demand for sociology Ph.D.'s, 
he said. 
As a result of Friday's 
decision, Bowling Green will 
become the second state 
university in Ohio to have a 
doctorate program in 
sociology. The     other 
university is Ohio State. 
Caps nd 
gowis 
Candidates for 
March graduation who 
have not placed their 
orders for cap and gown : 
rentals are urged to do 
so immediately at the I 
University    Bookstore.   I 
No cash is needed at I 
the time measurements I 
are taken. 
MIXED SPRING 
Flower Bouquets 
$4.00 per   dozen 
MYLES FLOWERS 
109 CLAY ST 
352-2002 353-2802 
PIKE BROTHERS 
We're glad we heard 
the fire engine! 
LOVE, 
LSSD PLEDGES 
FOUNDERS: 
The Pikes thank you 
for 
a great slave market 
PHI PSI 
OPEN HOUSE 
TONIGHT 
7:30-9:00 p.m. 
25<OFF 
On Any 9" 12" 16" Pizza 
With This Coupon 
FALCON 
Expires 
F«e>. 38th 
PIZZA 
352-1215 
LIMIT:   ONE COUPON 
PER PIZZA 
CLIP & SAVE 
Canterbury Inn 
C.I. is first again 
Tbirs. 
SPECIAL SPECIAL NITE 
We Con't Afford It - 
But We Will Try It Anyway 
• Pitchers 3 for 1 
• Wisk.y ft bottle tor 2 
Plus Live Music 
Fri & Sot 
• Happy hoirs 2-4 
• Ne cover charge 
iewaHtiirs-iivtiBol 
Live ■•sic epstiirs 
ployiei this weeh 
"Collectioa" 
T" 5 
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Nixon seeks consumer aid 
WASHINGTON (AP) - 
President Nixon promised 
expanded consumer 
protection activities In 
executive agencies yesterday 
while proposing to Congress a 
delay In one of his key 
legislative proposals. 
The President submitted to 
the new Congress proposed 
legislation similar to that 
which died In the last 
Congress. 
The new package, 
however, sidestepped the last 
session's stalemate over 
creation of a consumer 
protection arm to represent 
comsumers before federal 
agencies. 
Nixon noted that a report 
by the advisory council on 
executive organization had 
recommended a separate 
consumer agency combining 
the duties now contained in 
24 'Hours From 
Saturday 6 PM to Sunday 6 PM 
ALTERNATIVES TO 
DARKNESS FESTIVAL 
• Film Festival 
• Soul Ftttival 
• Growth Koom 
• Sexuality Room 
• Market Place of Ideas 
Feb. 27-28 at UCF Center 
several agencies. The 
President asked for a delay of 
action until the proposals can 
be studies. 
The proposal placed the 
administration In opposition to 
Democrats and Republicans 
in Congress who have urged 
an Independent additional 
government agency to 
represent consumers. 
Nixon also reaubmltted his 
approach to legislation that 
would permit consumers to 
band together in damage suits 
which normally would be 
thrown out separately as too 
small. 
His approach of triggering 
such suits only by previous 
government action again 
placed him In opposition to the 
broader approach taken by 
members of Congress. 
In the executive offices, the 
President proposed expanding 
the duties of  his  consumer 
UAO Fine Film 
Sea Gull 
Friday 7 & 
Saturday 9:30 p.m. 
Rising of the Moon 
Friday   9:30  & 
Saturday 7  p.m. 
Admission free   with 
ID cards; 
guests 25* 
.      115 Education Bldg. 
a 
I      1 §■   2 
*    
R 
to        Q) 
M 
".=       D 
D      a> 
?    a 
o 
Nichols February 
CLEARANCE 
LAST CHANCE 
FOR SOME SUPER BARGAINS 
USE MASTER CHARGE, 
BANKAMERICARD OR OUR OWN 
90 DAY PLAN WITH NO INTEREST 
LONG SLEEVE DIESS SHUTS  Rt..l«.tock,   40% OFF! 
7.50 to S15   stripes   solids   french or regular culfs 
KNIT SHUTS *•*»•* , HALF PRICE 
100S nomellt orlon acrylic, mmm    ■ ■m,,,» 
Machine washable. regimental stripes, 3-button collar or mock 
li.loi PIscqMts aid nock c.lbr shirts, 
great for golf.  All colors and sites, regular $10, Sll       HALF   PRICE 
CASUAL  SLACKS,       regular priced S8 to S12        $3.99   foclt 
Five inch neckwear, stripes, solids, geometries, f>t| M   ^--L 
silks and polyesters, regular $5 to $10 !*•»»   •■*■ 
till  Costs II. Golf JSCkstS,   tjj?$59.95 $4.99  OCKI 
SPOKT  COATS  , regular $40 to $65 HALF   PRICE 
HUE'S THE IAKGAIH: IELTS ALL SIZES, 
COLORS, AND STYLES HALF PRICE 
regular priced from $2 to 8.50 
WINTEI WEIGHT DIESS SLACKS, »«." M*. 25% OFF 
some basic worsteds, some flares, regular $15 to $35 
alterations extra 
assistant, Virginia H. Knauer, 
and the product safety ac- 
tivities in the Department of 
Health, Education and 
Welfare. 
The product safety 
proposals would broaden 
HEW's present authority to 
deal with hazardous household 
substances and toys. 
Nixon issued a new 
executive order for Mrs. 
Knauer's office, granting her 
broader powers than existed 
under the original executive 
order issued by President 
Lyndon B. Johnson. 
Other legislative proposals- 
contained in Nixon's message 
to the last Congress-Included 
in Increased powers and 
authority for Uw federal 
Trade Commission, a bill 
setting federal standards for 
product warranties, and a bill 
requiring Identification of all 
drugs. 
Compromise unlikely 
in revenue-sharing bill 
WASHINGTON (AP) - A 
high Treasury Department 
official says the Nixon ad- 
ministration Is not seeking s 
compromise on key details of 
its revenue-sharing 
legislation. 
Murray L. Weidenbaum, 
assistant Treasury secretary 
and head of Nixon's revenue- 
sharing task force, said 
Democratic sponsors of an 
alternate revenue-sharing bill 
overreacted to an olive branch 
he extended Monday. 
"We're trying to get them 
to endorce our bill," 
Weidenbaum said. "We have 
developed   a   position   very 
amesa 
carefully." 
When the assistant 
secretary testified on Capitol 
Hill Monday, he was asked for 
his opinion of an alternate 
revenue-sharing bill In- 
troduced by Sen. Hubert 
Humphrey (D-Wis.). 
"They have introduced a 
good bill and I will not attack 
it," Weidenbaum said at the 
time. 
But, later, he said he meant 
only that the Democrats' bill 
is better than one offered last 
year. "They've come a good 
part of the way toward our 
position," he said. "We think 
ours is a much better bill." 
Reuse saw it differently. 
He said Weldenbaum's 
statement was conciliatory 
and indicated Nixon was 
ready to compromise on key 
provisions of the bill. 
The Humphrey-Reuss 
measure would attach strings 
to revenue-sharing and 
require local governmental 
reform before any funds 
would be shipped to the states. 
Reuss said the ad- 
ministration will have to 
compromise If it wants a 
revenue-sharing bill. 
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CRYPTOGRAM - By Salo W. Minkin 
IflTl      ItlTISA     KI.M    KJ 
PKKI.Pl'I    KtiV    IJ1SM 
I.JJ AKVI.. 
Yesterday's cryptogram: I'nwlcldly rhino- 
ceros charges wildly into unyielding train. 
by Brant parker and Johnny hart 
' TlCHfJlCOlOsT* 
ia niirnmnilinrtajsl VtwTtl 
Thuno.rt.oll       ot 7 
You Onl, LI.. T-lc.   «t»il5 
HELD OVER   3rd   WIIK 
Eva. ot 7:30, *iM 
Sol. 1 Sun. Bun. « 2. 3i40,StM 
7 Academy Aword 
Nominations 
Jc*MtrifT.Ra7-M*u. ■ajjm ■ cant I'MwsMifuutt 
CLaSSIFIED 
TO DO TODAY 
lulilip ronsa. US Hayes at 4:M pm DtaeaaaMn of 
propoaal for undergraduate curriculum change. 4 
elecUon for mst years officers. Forum opon to all 
Sociology Majors and Minors.  Ftou* ittend. 
Faculty tamUy will provklt 
room and board in return tor 
babyiitUns and light 
housework 10 hn. par wMk 
mailmum. Call Sunday 
batman 1 and I. MS-TIM 
Apt 211 Thuraon Manor Call 
JSJ-543S or 352-7UI from 4-7 
pm 
Female   Roommati  wanted 
April'i .-Hit FREE!   352-7*11 
Harby: Smile and get high for 
Fn   with Dr   Duanr-Gimn 
SPECIAL NITE AT THE C.I. 
Thunday. Pitcher Beer 3for I 
1.. Undrum will gask on "Sea, ponagrapay S Vlskacr- 
ahalmi Sana ss ea", la conjunction with the Unrv. 
Hunan Sexuality Symposium In tha Main Loungt of 
Ashley at 100 pm 
Undid 1 female tor 4 man 
apt to subkase either Spring 
or summer. Newlovc Apia 
Call Lynn 35*5733 
Needed 1 or I F. to sub-lent 
Apart. Spring and-or Summer 
CALL 1-5110 
N.D.-A little win. a little long 
and thooe harom girls and 
GOOD NIGHT! 
Graenvlew apt  tor summer 
PROBLEMS nndlng a place to 
live' trouble with: 
rather Becek and Dr SUverman wlU speak on Oeekko 
swjtswB Pi fulfil an- program coordlnited with the 
UnlT. Haman Snuallty Syrnpiwam. Main Lounge of 
Prout at 4:00 pm 
sublease    Interested'    CaU    Conflicts with the landlord? 
JU-7141 Call Student Homing Aseoc   i- 
ATO once, ATO twice, holy 
kimpln' teaur Christ, flghtem 
blte'em, dynamite 'em fan, 
wou.  perfect tea1      Thanx- 
The Mu'i 
All sludenk are welcome 
ProatChapilatl:Mpm. 
Apartment lor root for 2 glrli 
firing ouartor Vary close to 
campai. CaU 3S4J47J after 
I:* 
Dr. rlatba A. Meare wUI apaak on "Sci«ic Raaaarch and 
Bowling Groan Stall University- Thla mat apoasorad 
by Sigma XI. It will be raid in the Edacadon Bldg., 115 
aadtlortum at 1st pm. 
MEN-March. June 4 Sept 
aU-SMl 
Wlnthrop Torrace now taking 
reservations for lummir 
natal t aad 1 bedroom 
Apartmenli furnlihad Air 
conditioning and Pool JS2-I13S 
CongraU. Elaine ind Nancy 
on your new office*. AJC km, 
Newly Active Kathy 
Com. Grow With Us. CaU 1- 
SM1 Counseling Center 3M 
Student Servkwa 
Apereclaaaa W ScaUak CaMare. TM. U tor anyone in- 
lorsatad In Scottkh culture and tr*llaor (this meeting U 
for anyone lawnahxl It will be held In the Crogan room 
at Sw Union at I SS pm 
Female   need*]   to 
Univ Court apt  CaU Qndi or 
Damon:  HSU for Info. 
FOR RENT: 2 bedroom apt 
for 3 parsom. available spring 
qtr take over lease, call 352- 
(062 
THE  MAGICAL  MYSTERY 
TOUR li now de-part-DEAD! 
Frattnity 
mi 
Sorority 
sportswear 
•Iwl 
football 
lorsoys 
a**Ma*war>sst>Mar 
—NOW— 
AT THE 
DEN 
Mr. Daktsa Black 4 Miss Janet Parks (both WHPEiwul 
Say as H MsWanai kawnln la 
al rilsWi.iks|i," in coahncOan wtlh the 
!Miaiii«i»»»maissM.listUwisae»ros»»tsnat 
Black Laathar   CaU Rich JU- 
Mtl 
New 2 bedroom apt tor 4 fir I. 
mar campus no oar ISSjtwSa 
rsrHaliiit available Juno. 
Ph JH-73M 
J-m to sublaase tor spring and 
or summer Grnvlew apt 34+ 
7MS 
Betas and Akpha Slgi Groat 
ManS Graa! Did we gK M 
together or what? Thans to 
all-The Phi Mu slaves 
Sab-ksasw 4-m apt. for ■smmar 
alr-coad , I black from 
Can 
lmaass.lt 
St aach    CaU 3U-4421 soon 
2 Rider, needed far Florida 
one break, pr.ferably to 
Tampa area but will go to 
EastcoaaL CaU JM-nil 
BUSINESS 
f»K)imjHITrBS 
GREENVIEW APIS New 
R.nting tie SUMMER 4 
FALL on. aad tor. B. roan 
Pool. Laundry, Roc. room. 
Special summer rats, laaaill 
at office 114 Napoleon road 
Ipovwpm Mas. thru Sat 
t* Road Runner. Vnyl roof, 
StVt apd. raad whls post. V. 
RaaaiaaMi Ph. 2-2i» or 257- 
3172 after 5:« 
For Sale SW 1SS3 Kambkr 4 
dr. automatic call Bob 3M47M 
Moot BOSU basless, 
"GEORGE" after I M today 
at STADIUM PLAZA 
LAUNDROMAT 12 doors from 
Losas) DO year rlMnlng in 
oar new nan oetstgant. m- 
syme free msscMwss. Beat 
deal In town-12 wasnsn 25 
cants   I dry cleaniners   0.71 
Rid. naadod to Toledo every 
Than nest qtr   Call Hill 
Need  fUd.  to Akros-Canton 
area Fri. Fob. M   Call 1-M12 
Part-tlm. work for famalas 11 
hn • wwk m salary pass 
commission Must be in- 
thulajOc 4 saaar Is week 
Society Presort., 1*2 S Main 
Any atwjntosn oof or. 3 
al.Ro ateneadadtor 
spring. CaUSM-lMI 
N.wly    ball!    S   bedroom 
For Sale 1 pair ot snow >ku 
lust like new. Contact Jerry 
Boror wl — 
CongratulaUoni M.J. and 
Rick on yoar engagement' 
Year roommates 
to N.Y.C. over 
Can Wave 
anyttrn. Man. pm March 11th 
WUI Pay.   CaU Barb 2-11SS 
Caitim-m.di    crocb.tid 
aaoass; fiUy-anod   CaU 3*4- 
Year loaae rtarong Jan. IS 
LTsjlmlj fwnwskod far 4 
its link at M* par student 
Ph. S4J-7SS1 
For    Sola: Underwood 
iPorUblei 4 SmlthCornons 
(uprightl typewrlkes 4 Gey. 
Guitar, 3S3-M15 arter 5:15 
It'i always open house in the 
UAO office on the 3rd floor of 
the Union. Come and see as! 
Need ride to Cincy Fob. M 
WUI pay caU Man 
LOST4FOUND 
LOST Watch with stopwatch 
(■roe—, coaaot b. ropalrod 
la Ss. UJL) REWARD caU 
AsulTMMl 
FOR SALE OR RENT 
BEYOND THE  ORDINARY 
lipsnoai Go-hMtocic gam. to 
chsUoas. year wik. PHrLIP 
MORTON      Caatomporsry 
Jeweke. Ill W. Woo.Hr 
M. r-mste to Msan apt. for 
FaU quarter Call Garry 3*1- 
I F. needed to shore apart.    . 
Apr. aad Sam.     Air Can- doesn't tan to to 
tapenod rarajahed. sew 
PERSONALS 
Pod-How can on. girl be si 
ssdry? Thanks for bang such 
s groat guy!   Lore v., Rak 
FROG: Congrats on finding 
yoar Prlnee-Wateaoat be 
Help "Baa the Can -OroaUl. 
PeUUons sreund BG- 
Saturdsy Fab. 27-Me.l in 
Union at 1* am 
C.I. daks svalisbk for Toss 
Watch and Jewelry repair. 
Free estlmates-Klevers 
I N. Main St Ph. 3*3- 
REWARD far  Last  Wallet 
•el>>a1*e*>w*>w«<ia«' 
PM Taa's-Thaaki lor ewar 
l»»J> with -Mardi Qrs»", Tbs 
DTi 
JEWISH     STUDENTS: 
D I at Appkoaams. 1447 
Edsjevak Toledo, Sat. Fob. V 
at 7:3* pjtL. te meat other 
staa.lt. SM-1S*S 
^&&'&0»+»0i*0ii0<&m0fm+a&m^+^i0m0^^i^m0^^+^+t&^^i^m 
Save the NeWS     Only two and a half weeks to go 
^m+m+<*+>'*~+'>+~*-+*+*+-**+*+*+*+>>+**' .eyssess^^ts^waSNagsvvew. 
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Spies abound 
Congressman expands on accounts 
of military surveillance on civilians 
Wafer polo 
anyone? 
AHMI«M4 Pr.ii Wlr^l»t» 
This ducky situation cam* about when waters of the Little Miami 
river, near Cincinnati, ran ovtr its banks because of recent melting 
snow and a two and one-ha If Inch rain that fell Sunday. 
U.S. to loosen Laos news embargo 
SAIGON (AP) - High- 
ranking sources said 
yesterday the U.S. Command 
is about to loosen slightly 
restrictions that have made 
news coverage of the Viet- 
namese American speration 
in southern Laos the most 
incomplete of the war. 
They said officers are 
"working out the details" for a 
pi s helicopter to cross the 
border and take correspon- 
dents to the front The craft 
now flies only to com- 
paratively inactive American 
camps in Vietnam near the 
frontier 
Apparently the seven- 
passenger helicopter will be 
the only U.S. craft for the 60 
correspondents at the front 
In other operations newsmen 
are allowed to fly in any 
aircraft when space is 
available. 
Since the operation began 
Feb. I, the command has 
invoked a Defense Depart- 
ment edict against using 
military aircraft to carry 
civilians across international 
boundaries. 
No policy change has been 
announced. 
President Nguyen Van 
Thieu of South Vietnam met 
Monday with U.S. Am- 
bassador Ellsworth Bunker 
and Gen. Creighton W. 
Abrams, commander of UJS. 
forces in Vietnam, and 
sources said one of their topics 
was the "bad press" the 
Laotian operation is getting. 
They were said to be 
concerned   about  dispatches 
reporting that the operation 
was stalled and in trouble. 
The SouthVietnamese have 
an open invitation for 
American correspondents to 
ride their helicopters into 
Laos, but due to their scarcity 
many newsmen have waited 
for days at government posts 
without catching a ride. 
Another point Journalists 
must consider is that the South 
Vietnamese pilots are far less 
experienced than the 
Americans. 
There is no censorship on 
dispatches from Vietnam or 
on those sent from Laos 
through Saigon. Lack of 
cooperation by military of- 
ficials, however, may result in 
what amounts to a censorship 
at the source. 
As in all wars, the tran- 
sport of correspondents to 
active areas must come 
through military channels. 
Newsmen at the Laotian 
frontier are convinced that the 
U.S.   Command's   refusal   to 
ferry them to the front is not 
the only form of indirect 
censorship It has practiced. 
Doubting the truthfulness 
of official South Vietnamese 
statements on the progress of 
battle, many correspondents 
have sought unofficial 
alternatives but have seen 
their efforts hampered by 
official actions. 
Discussions with helicopter 
pilots just returned to Khe 
Sang from Laos turned up the 
information that a battalion of 
South Vietnamese rangers 
was under heavy attack, and 
the reports were published. 
The next day, coils of 
barbed wire surrounded the 
pilots' operations center and a 
sign at the entrance said "No 
civilians beyond this point." 
Further reports on the 
battalion's troubles came 
from South Vietnamese 
commanders st Phu Lee, 
nearer the border and ap- 
parently farther from official 
■am 
The stories appeared in 
print, and Phu Lee was 
designated a "hot area," 
erasing it from the press 
helicopter's flight plan and 
barring newsmen unless they 
could hitch a ride with a 
combat resupply air-craft. 
British government acts 
to eliminate immigration 
LONDON.(AP) -Britain's 
Conservative government 
published a controversial bill 
yesterday that would give the 
state wide new powers to halt 
any further "large wave of 
Commonwealth Im- 
migration." 
"Our purpose is to secure 
improved community 
relations within this country," 
Home Secretary Reginald 
Maudling said in a statement 
accompanying the bill. 
"Immigration . policy 
therefore should be designed to 
meet the needs of community 
relations policy." 
The measure makes no 
direct distinction relating to 
the racial origins of potential 
immigrants. 
Howard's Bar 
opti 
Sunday 
at 
6:00 p.m. 
The Hutch Pet Shop 
Special on 10 Gallon all 
Glass Aquarium 
Perfect for Salt Water Too 
Only S7.50  Limited Supply 
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Phone  354-9603 
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WASHINGTON (AP) - 
Accounts of massive military 
spying on civilians were 
amplified before Congress 
yesterday and Rep. Abner 
Mikva of Illinois, a reported 
target himself, denounced the 
officers responsible as "the 
true subversives of or.. 
society." 
Former Army intelligence 
staffers Ralph Stein, John 
O'Brien and Christopher H. 
Pyle testified, in considerable 
length and detail, that the 
military drastically exceeded 
its claim of limiting domestic 
surveillance to possible in- 
surrection situations. 
Among dozens of other 
examples given Sen. Sam 
Frvin's constitutional rights 
subcommittee, the three men 
said agents infiltrated scores 
of peaceful antiwar 
gatherings, monitored the 1968 
Republican and Democratic 
national conventions, and filed 
running reports on the funeral 
of Dr. Martin Luther Ring Jr. 
O'Brien's remarks in- 
cluded the widely publicized 
charge that his former unit 
the 113th Military Intelligence 
Group in Illinois, has spied 
upon a number of public of- 
ficials, including Mikva. 
Mikva, following O'Brien 
to the witness stand, declared 
his first reaction had been one 
of "shock and outrage." 
"In time," added the 
Democrat in a prepared 
statement "these feelings 
gave way to a deeper sadness 
over the unavoidable message 
this brought as to the kind of 
society we have become." 
Mikva urged making It a 
crime for any military per- 
sonel to engage in any 
snooping on civilians. 
And he called for "the 
removal of those responsible" 
for such activity in the past, 
despite new Pentagon 
assurances that abuses will 
not be repeated. 
"Those military officials 
who would arrogate to 
themselves the duty to watch 
peaceful civilians' political 
activities are the true sub- 
versives in our society," said 
Mikva. 
"If allowed to continue, 
they will end up creating a 
climate of fear and suspicion 
in this country the likes of 
which would make Joseph 
McCarthy look like a civil 
libertarian." 
Already, said Mikva, much 
damage has been done. 
Stein testified he ran a "left 
wing desk" for the Coun- 
terintelligence Analysis 
Branch, with offices near 
Washington, and became 
thoroughly convinced before 
his late 1968 discharge that 
domestic snooping is "an 
activity the military should 
not be undertaking in the first 
place." 
Both he and Pyle said that 
even with the closing down of 
the Army's central data bank 
on civilians at Ft. Holabird, 
Md., there were several other 
military computer and record- 
keeping centers with such 
information. Including a 
100,000-frame microfilm 
library at Stein's former of- 
fice. 
"Most of the information 
collected," he continued, 
"was not of any value In 
determining the possibility of 
civil disturbances and tht 
collection of such information 
constituted complete 
monitoring of political af- 
fairs." 
He made the same point 
regarding files on individuals. 
These reports, he said, "did 
bare the individual's life and 
secrets. Financial In- 
formation, sexual activities, 
personal beliefs and 
associations were all reported 
in great detail." 
TW\ Introduces Getaway 
Sometimes the best part of going to school 
is getting away. 
Getaway is not just going 
home, it's going somewhere new 
and doing something different, so 
SJba.   send in the coupon and let 
■taftf   us send you our free 
H  Getaway Vacation Kit. 
The kit has a book covering 
19 of the world's great cities. 
It has three brochures, one 
on America, one on Europe, and 
one on Africa, Asia, the Orient 
and Pacific. 
It has the 
independent Getaway 
Brochure. For people 
who want to 
travel by themselves. 
Youth Passport card? It gets you 
331/3# off domestic flights, on a 
standby basis, pius reduced 
rates at most places where 
you'll be staying. 
And then there's TWA's 
free Getaway Card. 
With it, you can charge airfare, 
hotels, cars, meals, just about 
everything. And then take up 
to two years to pay. 
Mail in the coupon for TWA's 
free Getaway Vacation Kit. 
And find out how easy 
getting away really is. 
TWA's Getaway Program 
U.S.A./Europe/Asia/Pacific/Africa 
JTWA, P.O. Box 465, Farmingdale, N.Y. 11735 
I Please send me TWA's free Getaway Vacation Kit. 
I Name  
I 
If you're between 12 and 
21, we can give you our 
Address 
|City_ State Zip 
'Application fee $3.00. 
?oge 6/The BG News, Thursday, February 2$, 1971 
Rookie grapplers tighten up mat scene 
ByDuCaaaeday 
Sports Writer 
Quicklynow. Name the cUsi whose members of the starting 
wrestling team who have compiled a 54-26-1 record on the 
seaton. 
For those of you who don't have the split-second answer, 
anyone who has been keeping up with results of the meets so far 
can tell you that it Is the freshmen Falcons who have compiled 
such a mark. 
Specifically, it is the six men who more often than not answer 
the starting call for Bowling Green, namely, Lea Arko, Dennis 
O'Neil, Steve Taylor, Jerry Norbo, Dave Wolfe and Tom Hall. 
"They're the most talented group of freshmen we've ever 
had," said coach Bruce Bellard, who has seen wrestlers come 
and go in his 18 years as Falcon mentor. "Before the season I 
was only hopeful that they would do this well. They've exceeded 
my expectations." 
"In reality it's the freshmen who have been keeping us (the 
team) in there this season," Bellard continued, referring to the 
team's 2-2 MAC and 11-5 overall record. 
Indeed, these six and the other "rookies" on the squad may 
be the most unique bunch ever to hit the Bowling Green mats. 
Coach Bellard explained the reason why. 
"We've always had good freshman teams before but last 
year was the first that the NCAA allowed freshmen to compete 
at the varsity level. Bowling Green wasn't in s position where 
we could take advantage of It last year but we recruited heavily 
for this season." 
Dennis O'Neil, the regular 142, Is a two-time state champ 
from Orange high school, near Newbury, Ohio. He was 5M his 
last two years of competition and all-conference in wrestling, 
football (halfback), and track (pole vaulting). He's won six of 
his last eight matches 
"He's a hard worker; he admits learning something every 
day," Bellard commented. "He had a hard time making the 
transition from always winning in high school to college. Dennis 
has always had trouble making weight." 
"At first I expected to do better than I have," O'Neil ad- 
mitted. "You learn differently as the season goes on though." 
Steve Taylor is the ISO-pounder who has won nine of his last 
10 matches to up his individual record to 10-3. He was 36-2 his 
final season at Marlington high and finished fourth in the state 
at 137 in O'Neil's weight class. 
Bellard regards Taylor as one of the quickest and best- 
conditioned men he's ever coached. The Falcon boss said Steve 
doesn't know the word "quit"; some matches he's won have 
been on sheer desire. 
"I didn't know what to expect this year," Taylor declared. 
"Now I do know what to expect and I know what I have to do (to 
win)." 
Jerry Norbo (177), who likes to be known as "Turtle" for his 
lack of quickness, is currently M on the year. The Mayfield 
grad has done better than he first Imagined, but he didn't expect 
to have five pins in competition by this time. 
"Jerry came here with good credentials," Bellard asserted. 
"He's had recent problems making weight which may detract 
from his performance. There's no one to challenge him In 
practice to get him ready for meets." 
"We contacted 250 of the better wrestlers in the state. Forty- 
five ended up at Bowling Green. Thirty still show up st least 
occasionally to practice." 
The remarkable part about that is that the wrestling 
department is allowed only four full grants-in-ald, none partial. 
Birds win again! 
Despite some very sloppy 
plsy the Bowling Green 
basketball Falcons have their 
first winning streak of the 
year. Last night BG defeated 
Kent State 7049. 
The Birds had numerous 
chances to blow the game 
wide-open in both halves but 
the game see-sawed back and 
forth until the final butter. 
BG was ahead 37-30 at the 
half mainly on the scoring of 
Rich Walker and Jim Connelly 
and Connelly's work on the 
boards. Walker had 11 first 
half points and matched that 
total in the second 20 minutes. 
Connelly had ten first half 
markers and also matched 
that total in the second half 
while pulling down 12 
rebounds in each 20 minutes. 
The total of 24 rebounds is a 
new season rebounding mark 
for the big Falcon center. 
The Flashes were able to 
come back in the second half 
mainly because of too many 
turnovers (19 total), no of- 
fensive rebounding and some 
not so crisp passes on the 
Falcons part. 
Going into the last minute 
of play, Walker hit a basket to 
put BG ahead 6M7. Ruben 
Vance then hit two free throws 
for Kent to move the Flashes 
one point ahead with :42 
seconds to go. 
Then at :29 seconds Jim 
Connelly notched his final two 
points of the evening on two 
free tosses. Kent brought the 
ball down the floor and took 
two shots, the second one 
going in. However, the of- 
ficials ruled that time had run 
out and BG had their seventh 
win of the season. 
DOMINO'S PIZZA 
352-5221 
L.S.S.D. PLEDGES: 
THANKS FOR A GREAT 
BREAKFAST. 
THE BROTHERS 
Congratulations to the Newly 
Elected officers of Sigma Nu 
Common^*, 
Lf. Ctnmandir 
Traaouror 
Chaalain 
Saclol Chair. 
Santlnal 
HI Marian 
Alh. Chair 
Marshall 
Aim. CMOCI 
Howro Manaoar 
Schol.  Chair 
«o.h Choir 
Howard Jlnalnaan 
Oanny So.k-.ll., 
Paul Halnaa 
AiWr Harvard 
BaaBraalar 
trie Caatar 
ha Hanaan, Eric laata 
Jin. Wllllaa... Olaa Saa Glac 
Daxa Oiaan 
Taa. Wall. 
Ran Praaaarl 
Dvalaa Zlrka,    Boa Raathll 
•III Arnal. 
Al Saaary. Fro. Ehra»an 
Bill Araala. Tata Pr.hr 
La.Mi.l. 
Good Luck To The Officers of Last 
Year for a Job Well  Done 
Ashland, for example, has a $12,000 wrestling budget, three 
times that of BG. So money is not the reason most of these guys 
compete. 
"They're the hardest-tTorking group of freshman I've had as 
well," Bellard added. "Taylor and O'Neil work all the time to 
keep in shape, for instance." 
Whet kind of people are these freshmen? What is their 
background? How can it be that six of them start for a winning 
team, when onlv one other team on the schedule, with a losing 
record, had ss many as five? 
Lea Arko (134) is a state high school champ from Warren- 
svllle with sn 8-4 season record. He won three letters in 
wrestling,  led bis baseball  team in batting and  was all- 
conference.   He's candidate for second base on the Falcon 
diamond squad. 
"Lea is perhaps the slickest wrestler on the team," Bellard 
stated. "He doesn't know his potential. He'll be reel good when 
he's in good condition." 
"The wrestling styles in college sre different from high 
school," Arko noted. "Moves that used to work don't anymore 
and the same can be said for the opposite. This season I've had 
to get my right knee drained and my right elbow got infected. 
I'll be okay once I get In shape." 
Dave Wolfe is the 190-pounder from Toledo Northwood who 
has the best record, 13-2-1; one defeat was s default because of 
injury and the other was an opening-meet 1-0 loss at Ohio 
Up and over 
Naw.phala by Brian Matrar. 
Lei Arko It on top and about to whip some kind of movo on Kent's 
Tony Andres in their 134 pound match two weeks ago. 
Wrestlers get set to take down 
Miami tonight for win no. 12 
There will be several 
Important objectives in the 
minds of the Falcon wrestlers 
when they wrap up the regular 
season tonight at Miami. 
First will be attaining their 
12th victory in 17 outings, the 
second highest victory total In 
the '5-year history of 
wrestling at Bowling Green. 
The 1965-66 Mid-American 
Conference championship 
squad set the pace with a 144 
mark. Eleven wins is the most 
accumulated by another 
Falcon squad. 
A second objective will be 
trying to reverse last year's 
17-14 defeat at the hands of the 
Redskins.  The Falcons have 
been able to pull this feat in 
their recent matches with 
Kent State and Western 
Michigan. 
A final important factor is 
the marking of the final 
regular-season match for 
senior captain Tom Bowers. 
Tom has an 11-4 record this 
season, his best ever. 
Miami will try to win their 
first MAC match of the year 
with good performances from 
Jim Greiner (111), Ron 
Plasman (1J4), Rick Warren 
(1581 and Bill Sheehan (190). 
The latter three all placed 
either second or third at 
conference last year. 
Nawaakata b, L.D. Pullanari 
Right on, sistor ... 
cheerleader Netha Browning. 
BACHELORS III Says 
congratulations to the 
Hockey   team 
Beat Notre Darnel 
Bring this ad and got a 
20% discount 
on anything in the store 
Vatan's 194 S. Main 
Wall Hanging Tap.,,.,., Iran, Around Tha World 
Thlt Ad Good thru March 2 
NO COVER 
CHARGE 
PLUS EARLY BIRD SPECIAL 
Every Fri. & 
Sat. Nite 
at the GIGOLO 
Remember 
Every Thurs is 
2 for 1 Nite 
University. He was a captain twice in football and three times in 
wrestling, where he was third in the state in '69-70 at 175. 
He is described by Bellard aa a "big, strong competitor who 
strives on competition." His high school coach wrestled st the 
university under coach Bellard. 
"The competition st 190 is not as good as I thought it would 
be," Wolfe conceded. "That could be due to progress or some 
other factor." 
Tom Hall is the 206 lb. heavyweight whose speciality is 
wrestling opponents from thirty up to 100 pounds heavier. He's 
accumulated a 9-4 ledger doing so, winning Ms last six straight. 
He's a product of Bowling Green high school. 
"I didn't expect aa much out of him," Bellard said of the 
ahvays-smiling Hall. He's in good condition and has really 
developed.  He's determined to succeed." 
These six have a bright future ahead of them aa Falcons. 
They aren't the only ones, however. Prospects like Doug An- 
derson, Dave Kerr, John Buchholz, Brian Russell and Dennis 
Fiorillo figure to see action the the next few seasons. This 
season remains to be finished though, and that will be ac- 
complished next week. 
"I don't know how well do at conference (next Friday and 
Saturday at Athens)," coach Bellard pondered. "It's hard to 
tell. I worry that people expect too much out of the freshmen. If 
the pressure is kept off them they should develop." 
Coach Bellard won't have to worry too much about his 
proteges in class, none sre academic problems. They'll be the 
basis of the team for the next three years. 
■ Dave Wolfe summed up the confidence this group is gaining 
without any doubts about his words, "We should be a definite 
contender next year." Not many will doubt Dave Wolfe's words. 
Marqitttt 
ticktts 
Get your coupon books 
ready folks, there Is going to 
be a coupon exchange for the 
Marquette game next Wed- 
nesday night. 3,600 student 
tickets will be handed out in 
exchange for coupon number 
IS. Reserved seat tickets for 
the game have been sold out 
for three weeks. 
Tickets may be exchanged 
beginning Monday morning 
and will continue until they 
are gone on a first come first 
served basis, at the Memorial 
Hall ticket office. 
Bawling Croon - Tal. 352-0265 
MOW PLAYING 
Eva. at 7-40 
Sat. S San. Mat. 2:30 
GEORGE C. 
SCOTT 
IN 
PATT0N 
10 ACADEMY AWARD 
NOMINATIONS 
Including 
Bait Picture 
Ben Actor 
• •»t Director 
Spring 
formal 
favors 
FROM THE 
DEN 
Ssapl.s ii Stock 
Cell 352-52*5 
THE DEN 
r 
See fhe Tod Mack 
audition winners plus the 
group representing B.G. 
in the auditions for 
Arthur Godfrey's 
All Amorican College Show 
The Windjammers 
Appearing Fri & Sat. Nights 
Toledo's Newest Late Night Place To Go 
THE BLUE 
HORIZON ROOM 
At Toledo Express Airport 
THE FRATERS OF TKE CONGRATULATE THEIR 
NEW LITTLE SIS ACTIVES 
Connie Gallent - A D Pi 
Kathy Stephens - Alpha Gam 
Bobbie Dill 
Helen Armbrister 
Judy Virsock - Alpha Zi 
Chris Miller - D Z 
Chris L'Herrrsson - Phi Mu 
Scha.-rie Banks - Chi 0 
Mary Barb Kelly - K D 
Bev Fugett 
Liz Wagenhoffer - K D 
Jeannie Bretschneider - Alpha Gam 
Heather Hammond - A D Pi 
Sue Kapler - A D Pi 
Karen Bell 
Harriet McConagha - Alpha Gam 
Joannie Perry 
Amy Genutis - Alpha Zi 
Cathy Altamura - D Z 
Kristy Gosey - Phi Mu 
Anne Weber K C 
Jo Ann Behrman - K D 
Jo Jo Sword - Alpha Phi 
Jean Dalney 
